
ART 11
The SEMEC ( SEMI-PUBLIC EVENTS COMPANY OF CANNES) L .C with a

capital of 2 400 000 €, whose head office is located at the Palais des

Festivals et des Congrès - Esplanade G .Pompidou - 06400 CANNES ,

registered at the RCS ( Trade and Companies Register) of Cannes

under the number B 383 150 232 organizes from the July , 21st to the

August , 27th 2021 included a "Public Prize" free and with no obligation

to purchase on its website : 

http ://www .festival-pyrotechnique-cannes .com

The present Regulation sets the juridical rules relevant for this "Public

Prize".

ART 22
This "Public Prize" consists in giving a mark from 1 to 5 (from fair to

very good) thanks to the little stars , for the fireworks that take place

the July , 21st , 29th and the August , 7th , 15th and 24th in the bay of

Cannes . At the end of each representation , you will be able to vote . A

random draw will take place on the August , 27th 2021 between 4 :00

pm and 6 :00 pm by the PCS LAMBERT , BERGER , ROMAIN , SACCONE

AND VAN DE KERCKHOVE holder of Judicial Officer 's Office at Cannes

(06400) 15 Square Mérimée , among the totality of the voters whom the

inscription will be valid . The society reserves the right to exclude any

person that will not fully respect the present Regulation .

ART 33
This free "Public Prize", with no obligation to purchase , is only

accessible through the Internet on the following page :

http ://www .festival-pyrotechnique-cannes .com . The organizing

company reserves the right to shorten , differ , modify , extend , interrupt

or cancel purely and simply the Game , without notice , in the case of

circumstances engaging a case of force majeure in this regard . In this

various hypotheses , an information will might be communicated by

any means at the discretion of the organizing company .

ART 44
In order to participate , you only have to connect from the July , 21st to

the August , 27th 2021 included on the website : http ://www .festival-

pyrotechnique-cannes .com , and send , electronically only , the required

elements following the indications set out on the website .

To participate at the assignment of the "Public Prize", you just need to

fill up the registration form and to vote before the August , 27th 2021

at 02 :00 pm .

Each participation must be loyal :

It is rigorously prohibited , by any means , to modify or try to modify the

devices of the proposed game , especially in an effort to modify the

results . It is rigorously prohibited for the same natural or legal person

to play with different e-mail addresses as well as playing from a player

account open over the assets of someone other than itself . One and

only player account can be open by a same person . This measure is

intended to allow each of the members of a same household to

participate to the game .

ART 5: RANDOM DRAW METHOD5
The winners will be designated BY RANDOM DRAW among the

participants . The random raw will be made by the organiser under the

control of a judicial officer .

RULES

ART 6: FACE-OFF ALLOCATIONS6
For the first winner picked at random among all the participants

whose inscription will be valid , the face-off is the following : the 10

winners of the random draw will be given tickets for the show

included in the "Sortir à Cannes 2021/2022" ( 2 places to win per

person)



ART 7: RESULT7
The ten winners of the random draw will be informed starting the August ,

27th 2021 , between 4 :00 pm and 6 :00 pm , by the phone number indicated

during the registration ( the participant is required to communicate the right

information in order to contact him/her directly). 

After 6 :30 pm , those who have been called between 4 :00 pm and 6 :00 pm will

no longer be able to claim their prizes . In the case of no validation of the

contact information of the winner , the same one will be considerate as

renouncing its prize .

The face-off will not be exchanged for its value in cash nor replaced by

another face-off at the request of the winner , nor transferred to a third party .

ART 8: REFUND OF THE PARTICIPATION

FEE
8

No financial contribution , nor spending in any form whatsoever will be

claimed to the participants as a result of their participation .

On request exclusively addressed by mail at the given address : SEMEC

- Palais des Festivals et des Congrès - Esplanade Georges Pompidou

(06400) CANNES and indicating the name , first-name , address of the

participant :

- The participation fee for the game via internet will be on the flat-rate

basis of 0 .34 euros inc .VAT for 5 minutes of connection , with a

justification of the telephone operator or of the service provider .

- Fees relative to this settlement request will be refunded on a lat-rate

basis , through postage stamp at the applicable rate (-20g). This

request must in addition be joined with a GDI or an FIR , a photocopy

of the identity card of the participant and be conducted in the latest

15 days before the receipt of the telephone bill or the one of the

service providers (the postal postmarked recognized as affording

proof). 

Knowing that in the current state of the service offer , and of the

technique , some internet service providers give a free connection or

flat-rate at the visitors , it is however expressly specified that every

access at the website made on a free or flat-rate basis ( such as in

particular cable connection , ASDL or private line) may not give rise at

any refund to the extent that the subscription at the service provider

services is in this case contracted by the web user for its own use of

internet in general and that the fact for the participant of connecting

at the website and participate at the game does not impact him/her

of any supplementary disbursement charges . In any case , each type of

refund will be limited at one by household (same name , same

address).

Every incomplete , unreadable request of refund sends after the

date above or with incorrect contact information will be

rejected .

RULES

ART 9: PERSONAL INFORMATIONS9
In accordance with the law n°78-17 of the January , 6th 1978 related to

the informatics , at the files and the liberties , you dispose of the right

to object ( art-26 of the law), of access ( art-36 of the law) to the data

that concern you .

Therefore , you can require to correct , complete , update or erase the

information that concern you that are inaccurate , incomplete ,

equivalent , equivocal or obsolete .

To exercise this right , you just have to address the SEMEC . 

ART 10: LIMITED RESPONSABILITY10
The organizing company could not be responsible for the delays

or electronic transmission errors beyond its control and declines

all responsibility in the case of damage , material or immaterial ,

that will be caused at the participants and/or at their computer

equipment including their data stored on it , as well as every

consequence that may arise therefrom on their personal ,

professional or commercial works . Its responsibility will not be

also searched in the case of difficulty or the impossibility to

access the internet , especially to the website

http ://www .festival-pyrotechnique-cannes .com , temporary or

definitive blocking of the telephone line or in every other

technic connection . 



ART 11: CONTESTATION OF THE

"PUBLIC PRIZE"
11

Every contestation or claims should be formulated by simple letter

addressed to the organizer of the "Public Prize" which the information

is provided on the 1st article . This letter should specify the exact date

of the participation to the vote , the complete contact information of

the player and the exact motive of the contestation .

The organizing company will be sovereign to decide every request of

application or interpretation of the regulation or in the case of

deficiency of this one on the occasion of the process of the present

vote . No other way of contestation or claim could not be taken into

consideration .

ART 12: PARTICIPATION12
This "Public Prize", free and with no obligation to purchase , is open to

every physic person , major residing in metropolitan France excluding

the SEMEC staff member that had worked for its organization , for its

promotion and for its achievement as well as the member of their

family ( common-law partner , ascendants , descendants , collateral).

Each participant under 18 years old must have the prior authorization

from a parent , or a tutor to participate at the game and to accept the

present Regulation . The organizing company reserves the right to

claim a justification of this authorization and to disqualify any

participant in the absence of this authorization .

ART 1313
The fact of participating in the rating of the companies involves the

agreements of the rules in its entirety filed at the PCS LAMBERT ,

BERGER , ROMAIN , SACCONE AND VAN DE KERCKHOVE .

RULES

ART 1414
Any offender at one or more of these articles of the present Regulation

will be deprived of the possibility to participate at the game , but also

at the face-off that he/she could have eventually won .

These rules are available , free of charge , for every person who requests

at the following address :

Palais des Festivals et des Congrès - SEMEC

Festival d 'Art Pyrotechnique

Esplanade G .Pompidou

06400 CANNES 


